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          No-code guide
        
 What is No-Code?
 A Full Guide to No-Code Development
 
          No-code development platforms are revolutionizing website and software design by making coding unnecessary. Designers, developers and entrepreneurs are leveraging this development trend to create millions of dollars in revenue.
        

 
          Get Started
         
          Book a Demo
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 no-code as a concept
 
        What is No-Code
      
 
          No-code development is a new software development methodology that provides a simplified way to build applications without any programming skills.
        


  
            Development without coding
          

 No-code development is a new software development methodology that provides a simplified way to build applications without any coding skills. No-code tools are becoming increasingly popular and we can see why - they usually have a user-friendly interface, which means they allow you to quickly envision the implementation process so that you can describe the overall business logic in full detail.
No-Code utilizes drag and drop editors; this is a component that selects the desired look or modules with a mouse click and interrupts them together on a canvassed space while the results reflect in proportionally set windows onscreen. No-Code abstracts the parts and principles from which more complicated programs are made through developer environments that make it simpler for anyone to learn how to code, even if they never had done it before.
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          Build Awesome Apps
         


 no-code features
 No-Code Features To Look For
 
          No-code platforms allow you to build apps fast and come together with other developers to assemble product features without working in isolation.
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        Visual Modeling
       
          Creating apps using a visual model is much faster than coding them from scratch. Visual modelling tools allow for complex information to be represented in a simplified form that is easy to read by anyone. These make no-code platforms suitable for both business users and developers.
        

 Try AppMaster Designer   
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        Out-of-the-box functionality
       
          There's no need to reinvent the wheel using no-code systems, which provide all the functionality you might need for your app as soon as you start working on it. Most no-code platforms offer pre-existing modules that can be used to save you time & effort. For example, payment management or customer-facing modules, like sales management or customer support management.
        

 Build Your App   
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        Drag-and-Drop Interface
       
          Every no-code tool offers an easy to use interface. It is one of the most helpful and practical features that make app-creation a breeze. Drag-and-drop features are one of the most important and useful parts of the development process. Not only can they make it easy for citizens to create applications but for professional developers too.
        

 Build Your App with Drag-and-Drop   



 
          Cross-Platform Interoperability
         
            No-code tools allow you to easily create rich and engaging mobile apps and publish them effortlessly on the Apple Store or Google Play. Brand your apps with your brand icon, corporate colors, and other elements of your visual identity. Skip months of coding by using drag-and-drop development tools.
          

 Check out AppMaster Functionality 
   [image: Cross-Platform Interoperability]
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        Scale as you go
       
          No-code platforms make it easier to build new applications that can cope with increasing customer numbers, business growth and all the other changes in your strategy or development. Add capacity and scale with the growing requirements of your business.
        

 Build Awesome Apps   
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        App lifecycle management
       
          No-code streamlines all the stages in the software development lifecycle, such as debugging, testing, and deployment. Users can also go back to previous versions of the app if they feel like it'll solve their current in-app problems.
        

 Go to App Designer   
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        Reusability with various prebuilt blocks
      
 
          Connect your mobile and web app and workflows to third party platforms for unlimited data flow. Integration with CRM, payment gateways, external databases, APIs, etc. in a few steps.
        

 Try Out 


 
          Why No-code
         Advantages of No-Code
 
            No-code platforms accelerate the creation of server, web and native mobile business applications.
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          Reduce Costs
        
 
            No-code solutions reduce the cost of development by up to 80%. No-code closes the IT gap without having to incur additional resource expenses.
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          Increase Speed
        
 
            The time to develop an app takes months. Developers and businesses are looking for ways to deliver apps faster. No-code cuts this time in half or even less.
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          Stay Ahead
        
 
            No-code is the future. Businesses that implement it today, stay ahead of the curve. No-code is a perfect tool for continuous improvement.
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          Make Better Apps
        
 
            Development with no-code results in a better success rate for apps. Create applications much faster and receive instant feedback.
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          Accelerate Operations
        
 
            A no-code platform is a perfect touchpoint for your team. Build, start and process workflows without wasting time on monotonous, routine tasks.
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          Increase Agility
        
 
            Efficient and fast development via visual modeling tools gives businesses the opportunity to adapt quickly to changing markets and customer demands.
          



 
        Build Your App
       
         Get in touch to learn more
      


 no-code cons Myths about No-Code
 
          There is a myth that no-code platforms have a limited capacity for customization and scaling as developers do not have full authority over the no-code tools and the source code.
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                Choose wisely
               Not all platforms scale, but in the no-code world there are a few that help you create production-ready high-productivity enterprise-grade apps that scale. Some platforms as AppMaster even offer source code!


 
                  Try AppMaster
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                Know your requirements
               Today with no-code, you can modernize legacy systems, create new and improve existing processes, build enterprise-grade apps, modify solutions easily to meet business needs, etc.


 
                  Book a Free Demo
                





 What can you build
 What Can You Build With No-Code
 
        No-code platforms are near magical. They offer endless possibilities to build any kind of applications based on business needs.
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                Business Applications
              
 CRM, Project Management, Help Desk Management, HRMS, Employee Self Service, Procurement
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                Website and Portals
              
 Landing pages, Social media, Online stores, Restaurant booking, Admin panels, Travel portals and more
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                Mobile Applications
              
 Fitness apps, Payment services, Online games, Messeging apps, Online schools and much more
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                Server Applications
              
 Email, Network Printing, File storages, Online doc systems as Google Docs, and much more








 
        why choose No-code
      
 Reasons to Choose No-Code
 
          Traditional development approaches are being disrupted today by no-code. The alternative offers flexibility of custom software and at the same time shortens time-to-market by up to 10 times.
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            Reasonable use of resources
          
 
              According to Gartner, through 2022, the demand for app development surpasses IT’s capacity by five times. The majority of an enterprise’s IT budget is spent on maintenance of legacy systems. No-code allows any user without IT skills to quickly create new apps. Business users can be equipped with new tools, while being empowered to take ownership of workflow automation.
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            Accelerated app delivery
          
 
              As businesses undertake digital transformation, they become software-driven companies. While many used to hire developers to manually code software, no-code is disrupting this pattern. Today both IT and business leaders realize that going no-code will lead to faster and more successful results. A rich set of visual editors, built-in connectors, and more, help to roll out new applications.
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            Enterprise-level security
          
 
              No-code platforms provide users with crucial security features like admin tools, access control, and threat assessment. This way, authorized users can configure and monitor the system’s security at each point in time. Moreover, industry best practices ensure the security and privacy of stored data by supporting it both at the app and network levels, as well as at the physical access level.
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            At the forefront of digital transformation
          
 
              Pandemic, remote work conditions and ensuing consequences forced organizations to rapidly rethink their tech and workflow strategies. Many companies made up to a 10-year leap in their digital transformation. No-code platforms provide core technology for organizations to continuously innovate and accelerate adaptation to the ever-changing market climate.
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            Effortless app customization
          
 
              No-code requires less formal programming expertise, which helps close the IT gap many companies face without requiring them to hire more IT experts onto their team. No-code platforms also enable citizen developers to develop apps without any IT involvement, which cuts the IT backlog while minimizing the costly resources.
            






 No-Code vs. Alternatives
 No-Code vs. Other Technologies
 
          Comparing no-code with alternatives shows how many advantages it has against traditional ways.
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        No-code development vs. traditional development
       
          While custom development has itsadvantages, there is no denying that no-code is faster and much more efficient. Developing a software program or app takes months, and according to a study by KPMG, more than 80% of them fail to deliver within the given timeline. There is no such fuss with no-code. Odds favor no-code apps even when it comes to costs and maintenance.
        

   Try out AppMaster 
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        No-code development vs. ready-made software
       
          Customization is the biggest disadvantage of ready-made products. While technology has definitely advanced and there are many products that suit the demands of an industry, You may not have the flexibility to add the features you need. This can clog your entire business process in the long run. No-code development eliminates this headache altogether by giving businesses the freedom to customize.
        

   Build You App 
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        No-code development vs. low-code development
       
          This is the biggest question. Most users actually get confused and think they are the same. That’s far from true. Low-code requires minimal coding, while no-code doesn’t require coding at all. So, besides the requirement of at least basic coding knowledge for low-code development, there are nuances that set these two processes apart and make low-code a more complicated and costly process.
        

   Try No-Code 




 
        Why AppMaster?
       Benefits of AppMaster
 
          AppMaster provides a no-code platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact production-ready server, web and native mobile business applications with code generation.
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            Single Backend
           Apps are built around a single backend. E.g. 2 apps (for a driver and a passenger) will work with the same backend.
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            Speed
           Dozens of times higher backend performance compared to any similar solutions. No tech debt and refactoring!
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            Host Anywhere
           Apps can be hosted in AppMaster Cloud, any commercial cloud, private cloud, even completely offline.
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            Source Code
           It’s possible to download the source code of the generated apps. We generate code in GoLang at 22k lines per second.
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            API documentation
           Create and manage access to your API,  endpoints with middleware and automatically generate API docs. 
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            Versatility
           You can create complex backend and use it separately - connect the frontend written by your developers to it.




 
        Become a Partner
       
        Get in touch to learn more
      


 
 
        No-code/low-code application platforms will be responsible for more than 65% of all app dev activity by 2024. Are you ready to change the way you do digital?
       Build Your Application 


 
        FAQ
      
 
          Learn more about AppMaster Business Process Designer and more information about how to work with our no-code platform.
        

 Visit our Help Center 
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            Who uses no-code?
           
Any employee even non-IT specialists can use no-code to develop custom software solutions, thanks to visual modelling, drag-and-drop tools, pre built templates and intuitive configuration.
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            What are no-code tools?
           
A no-code tool is like a programming language that requires nothing more than point and click interface. Coming with either drag-and-drop interfaces where you just click to design what you need or they let you arrange pre-made blocks that are handy to code things like webpages and mobile apps without any programming knowledge.
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            Is no-code the future?
           
No code is our future. Currently, coders are at a 14% growth and that’s virtually unchanged since 2013. But in the next 10 years, technological developments point to incredible shifts in the evolution of our society and 'no coding' could be just what we need to bridge the gaps between digital natives and digital immigrants – and shift from scarcity to abundance in our society as a whole.
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            Where to start?
           
Start by choosing a secure and reliable no-code development platform. Within the platform you can define the processes that need to be automated and streamlined, build applications to modernize existing processes, create new ones, customize apps to meet customer demands, build mobile applications, etc.
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            Who are citizen developers?
           
A 'citizen developer' is a non-tech specialist who uses no-code technologies to create a service, workflow or application without requiring expert software knowledge or the ability to write code.
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            What is no-code application development?
           
No-code application development is the process of creating software applications using visual interfaces and pre-built components, eliminating the need for extensive coding knowledge or writing complex code. Different no-code platforms and no-code frameworks provide users with a range of tools and features to design and customize applications according to their specific requirements.
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            What are the benefits of the no-code movement?
           
The no-code movement offers increased agility, faster time-to-market, simplified development cycle, reduced cost of software development and accessibility for individuals without coding expertise and knowledge of programming languages.
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            What is a no-code app builder?
           
A no-code app builder is a user-friendly software platform that allows anyone to create apps without writing code. It provides a visual interface, user interface builder, and pre-built components for easy application design and customization.
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            What is rapid application development (RAD)?
           
Rapid application development (RAD) is an agile approach to software development that emphasizes speed and collaboration, allowing for quick iterations and feedback to deliver functional applications in a shorter timeframe compared to traditional methods.
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            Can no-code replace developers?
           
No, no-code and low-code platforms cannot fully replace developers, but they empower both non-technical users (citizen developers) and software engineers to collaborate and create powerful apps more efficiently, allowing no-code developers to contribute to the development process with their expertise in utilizing the platform's features and functionalities.
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            How does no-code technology impact business processes?
           
No-code approach simplifies and automates business processes by allowing non programmers and small business owners to create mobile and web applications (for example project management tools) tailored to their specific needs, improving efficiency and driving digital transformation.
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            Can no-code development incorporate machine learning?
           
Yes, with the emergence of no-code platforms specifically designed for machine learning, users can integrate and leverage machine learning algorithms and techniques without knowing a single line of code.
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            Can no-code platforms help create custom applications and automate workflows?
           
Yes, no-code platforms enable the creation of custom applications, complex projects and automated workflows without the need for coding. No-code empowers users to visually design and configure applications, implementing their own ideas.








 
          What's Next?
        
 
        Explore more features of AppMaster Platform
      
 
          Read more about other powerful visual editing tools you need to create beautiful web and mobile applications without having to write a single line of code.
        


  


 
        Learn more about AppMaster
      


 

 
          it’s so easy
        
 
        Start building your apps today
       
          Without code! Without using a lot of extra resources! Join AppMaster Platform and build powerful server, mobile and web apps for your team with one single tool.
        

 Explore AppMaster Now   Book a Demo
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